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Introduction 

As a college student living off-campus with limited funds, I struggled to get by.  I 

could barely afford my groceries and had to live off the low-paying job in my school’s 

dining hall.  Like many college students, I subsisted predominantly on Ramen Noodles 

and Easy Mac. 

Each week, I would scrounge together my money and purchase as many 

groceries as my income would allow.  After complaining to a friend one day about my 

financial struggles, she asked me if I ever used coupons.  Coupons?!  With a laugh, I 

told her no, that I had not considered using coupons.  When I thought of coupons, I 

thought of my dear old grandmother clipping coupons out of the newspaper in her spare 

time.  Coupons and college students just did not mix together, or so I thought. 

My friend explained how she set aside time each week to cut out coupons to help 

her save on her groceries.  The more she talked about it, the more it made sense to me.  

She told me I should look in newspapers and store fliers for savings offers.  I began to 

do just that.  As I rode the bus to and from my classes and my job on campus, I would 

scour the coupon booklets, newspapers, and grocery store fliers each week for the best 

coupons.   

I began to see how coupons could help me save money.  I was getting more with 

my money, and I LOVED it!  Couponing became an interest in college that turned into a 

passion.  I get excited when I save on products and items I need by using coupons and 

savings offers.  Eventually, I even earned the nickname “Sally Saves A Lot” with my 

college roommates because I would buy large quantities of food and supplies for low, 

low prices. 

I am out of college now. But, I still have my passion for couponing and find that 

this practice helped me save money through my entire adult life.  I love helping others. 

So, I am thrilled to be helping all of you learn to save money through couponing and 

bargain hunting! 

  



We will cover how to start couponing by going over the basics, then move on 

to successful organization tips and techniques, uncover the best places to find the best 

coupons, discuss the best tricks and tips when it comes to getting the best deals while 

couponing, and explore the joys of stockpiling.  Then, we will follow up with ways to 

successfully meal plan for your family, learn the (sometimes) confusing lingo associated 

with couponing and online savings offers, delve into some of the crucial the rules and 

regulations of extreme couponing, cover the best ways to save at the movies, at 

clothing stores, etc., discuss the benefits of buying in bulk, provide some tips on ways 

you can save money without coupons, and close out the book with information on 

couponing etiquette. 

In this book, I hope you find all the information you need to get started as a 

successful couponer.  Though couponing does require some investment of your time, I 

think you will find that your financial savings make it completely worthwhile.  By the time 

you finish reading this book, I think you will have a pretty solid understanding of how to 

extreme coupon.  Now, let’s get started! 

  



Chapter 4- Helpful Couponing Tips and Tricks 

 I would be remiss if I didn’t dedicate a chapter of this book to providing specific 

helpful extreme couponing tips and tricks.  I am including this chapter to ensure that 

you get every bargain and deal possible!  There are so many simple ways to maximize 

your savings opportunities.  However, you have to know what to do before you can 

make these saving opportunities happen.  Once you become familiar with these 

couponing tips and tricks, you will be all prepared to receive maximum savings on your 

purchases.   

 Buy one get one free (also known as BOGO) offers are your friend!  These offers 

allow you to purchase one item and get another item (typically the same kind) free.  

Some stores will allow you to combine buy one get one free offers with a coupon.  

However, you definitely want to check the store’s rule in advance as some will not 

accept coupons with a freebie offer.  Most stores will allow you to combine a coupon 

with a buy one get one ½ off offer.  Another great couponing tip is if you get the 

opportunity to double or triple coupons, take advantage of it!  This is a very uncommon 

type of deal, but some stores will still allow you to double or triple your coupons.  Even 

in stores that allow multiple coupons, the specific rules vary significantly.  Some stores 

will reduce to value of doubled or tripled coupons, and others will take the coupon 

discounts at their full value.  In some instances, you may be able to get a product for 

free by using multiple coupons.  However, it is harder to get money back through use of 

coupons and it does not happen very often. 

 Rebates are a wonderful thing.  They require a bit of effort, but are worth it.  

Rebates work by giving you part of your money back.  However, you have to fill in and 

mail out rebate papers in order to get your money.  Rebate offers can be found in a 

variety of locations including Facebook pages, on product packaging, and in stores. 

Sometimes, rebate offers can have very specific steps that must be taken in 

order for you to get some (or all) of your money back.  For example, you may need to 

mail in the receipt or universal purchase code (UPC or the scannable bar) on your 

package.  Select rebate offers can be submitted online and processed electronically.  I 

recommend mailing in your rebate as soon as you can so you do not accidentally 

misplace it or forget about it.  Rebates provide a simple and relatively easy way to get 

money back on an item.  Take advantage of them whenever you can! 

 If you are an older adult, you may be able to receive a ‘senior discount’ on your 

purchases.  You may also be able to receive a discount if you are an active member of 

the military or are a military veteran.  Discount offers vary, but you may be able to save 

up to 20% off your total purchase if you are an older adult or a member of the military.  

Most commonly, these types of special discounts are available at restaurants and 

specialty stores.  Your local grocery store may offer these special discounts, but it is 



much less likely.  If in doubt, I would suggest asking the manager if such discounts are 

available.  This is a simple way to save, and stores are happy to give this type of 

discount. 

 Grocery stores often offer savings offers based on the number of items you 

purchase.  For example, my local grocery store recently offered a sale on Dannon 80 

calorie Greek yogurts.  If you purchased 10 yogurts, you could get $3 off your purchase 

(which meant I only paid $7 for 10 containers of Greek yogurt).  Savings opportunities 

like these are great because they do not require coupons or any effort on your part!  

Just make sure you select the designated number of products or else you will not 

receive your discount.  Stores may limit the number of instant saving transactions you 

can have.   

For example, you may only be allowed to take advantage of a special instant 

savings offer once or twice per transaction. 

If we use my Dannon purchase as an example, this would mean that my grocery 

store might only allow me to purchase 10 containers of Dannon Greek yogurt for $7, 

rather than 20 or 30 containers of Dannon Greek yogurt for $14 or $21.  This typically 

varies by grocery store.  The best way to know if there are any purchase limits is by 

checking the sign that provides information about the instant savings offer.  If purchase 

limit information cannot be found on the sign, I recommend finding an employee and 

clarifying with them.  It is no fun to get to the cash register only to find out you will be 

paying full price for 40 containers of yogurt.  Spare yourself the hassle and find the 

information or ask for it! 

THIS IS THE END OF THE FREE PREVIEW. IF YOU FOUND THIS USEFUL, CONSIDER 

SUPPORTING THE AUTHOR BY PURCHASING HER FULL BOOK 
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